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About This Game

Welcome To Segfault!

Take the role of black hat hacker, breaching through the most secure companies in the world. Extract confidential data and sell
it to the darker side of the web.

Segfault is focused heavily on skill, as well as progression. Your task will not be as easy as you think. Order upgrades from the
Deep Web, fuse together components, and become the most renowned hacker in the world. Compare your Play Style with the

rest of the world as you strive to become the top ranked hacker.

Features:

~Single Player Campaign
~Component Synthesis

~65 Upgrades
~Steam Achievements

~Statistic Tracking
~Compete For Highscores Worldwide With Integrated Online Leaderboards!

~Game Changing Mutators With 504 Possible Combinations
~Bipolar AI assistant
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I mean its not a bad game by any means but there is a game out there called stepmania, which is basically this and its free. you
can also download songpacks for that game for free. Stepmania is also way more precise as the timing window is much smaller
and it has a cleaner looking UI.
It also dosent do that choppy sound thing when you press on the keys durring the song.
Not a bad game by any means, that being said go play stepmania. Firstly, one very important thing to consider here is that the
game is "Early Access" and so not yet completed as determined by the developer(s), with that in mind some of the reviews
complaining about it's lack of functionality or the state of it's current functionality can be disregarded as rubbish from illiterate
gamers. Do not let these reviews sway your own opinion on the game as time goes on.

Onto the game itself, I have found it to be an interesting concept and I am open-minded for the future. I like the genre and style
of the game, being different than big names like Civ or Total War with the apocolyptic and scavenging feel, while a nice
similarity with different victories.

Not to mention it's very cheap currently, pick it up and try it!. It is a very good expansion. Of course it is not perfect, we have
only one new architecture style, and not five but four new civs. One thing I am very glad about is that campaigns are voiced in
this expansion. Also water battles were somewhat boring before but now they are more interesting. Overall as said before it is a
good expansion.. A very funny and enjoyable Point & Click that's definitely worth playing for anyone who enjoys the genre.

Pros:
- Very funny
- Good voice acting
- Good background music
- The songs at the start of each chapter are great
- Interesting story

Cons:
- No in-game hints system
- There were multiple spots where I never would have figured out how to proceed without a walkthrough. Thankfully using a
walkthrough doesn't completely ruin the experience, but as always I recommend using one only when you get stuck.
- Droggeljug

Verdict: 9\/10. afk for cards. It's♥♥♥♥♥. Roguelike + Kingdom Management. Don't let the ASCII scare you away! It's a pretty
fun game, pretty complete when it comes to management, you can basically do anything you imagine. Developer seems cool on
the boards and updates it regularly, so i would totally advise you to try it out if you like text based games, specially since it's on
sale atm.

If you wish to try a demo, theres one in reddit, check for the link in the steam boards!. \u514d\u8d39. A short story, feeling like
a good one at the fireplace in the winter night.
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Too much grinding on the late levels.
. Lets start off with a few things straight.
Graphics look like a high school project.
Voice acting on par with the toaster located in my kitchen.
Stairs lots of them.

What more could i possibly say about this life changing experience that hasn't already been said about the masterpeice known as
SCP-087: Recovered document, My life hasn't ever been the same since i've experienced this game all i could say is thank you,
Thank you Korovkin Nikita for blessing these cursed lands with the holy grail of SCP-087: Recovered document.
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Great game. Reminds me of the iconic days of the legend of Zelda. Keep getting my♥♥♥♥♥kicked but can't wait to get to the
end. lol. I preordered this game on Desura when I was 11

I don't regret it to this day

My social life does though. .............\/\u00b4\u00af\/)......................................(\\\u00af`\\
............\/...\/\/.........................................\\\\...\\
..........\/....\/\/............................................\\\\ ..\\
.....\/\u00b4\u00af\/....\/\u00b4\u00af\\.........................................\/\u00af`\\....\\\u00af`\\
..\/.\/.. \/....\/....\/. |_...EPIC STORE. |..\\....\\....\\...\\.\\
(.(....(....(....\/.) ..)..........................(...(.\\....).....)...).)
.\\................\\\/...\/.............................\\...\\\/.................\/
..\\...................\/................................\\....................\/
...\\.................(.................................)..................\/. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 yeah, the game REALLY needed this, thanks to
the devs for listening to the reviews.. Very, very short and buggy hidden objects game. Really disappointing even when sold as
part of cheap bundle.

This scrapes through with 30\/100
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